Key to analyte migration and retention in electrochromatography.
This work identifies electrical field-induced concentration polarization (CP) as a key physical mechanism influencing the retention behavior of charged analytes in electrochromatography with fixed beds of porous adsorbent particles. Due to an insufficient screening of intraparticle surface charge, under most general conditions the porous (permeable) particles become charge-selective. CP is caused by coupled mass and charge transport normal to the charge-selective external surface of the permeable particles, which leads to concentration gradients of ionic species in the adjoining interparticle electrolyte solution. Cation-exchange (cation-selective) particles were employed to investigate the influence of applied voltage on the retention factor of counterionic, i.e., positively charged, analytes. It is demonstrated by macroscopic retention data and microscopic studies resolving the CP phenomenon on a particle scale that the dependence of CP on electrical field and mobile-phase ionic strengths is directly reflected in concomitant changes of analyte retention. The CP zones that develop at the interface between interparticle and intraparticle pore space are recognized by charged, but not electroneutral analytes while entering or leaving the particles. The intensity of these convective-diffusion boundary layers (CP zones) depends on the applied field strength and charge selectivity of a particle. Thus, it is the charge-selective transport between the interparticle and intraparticle pore space in packed beds that prevails under typical experimental conditions in electrochromatography and that forms the physical basis for a general electrical field dependence of the retention factor of charged analytes.